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top-class solutions from sigmatek thanks to our close cooperation with the fraunhofer-gesellschaft, the winning
companies were able to receive comprehensive support from a partner who holds extensive know-how in this

specific area of application. our international sales team will be delighted to support you in the further
development of your solutions, from conception to implementation. and therefore extends the service life of the
machine. the combination of top-class design and function enables cost-effective solutions. the modular design

allows for easy expansion and simple maintenance. you can choose from a range of standard modules for
industrial technology. this means that the service life of the machine can be extended. the combination of top-
class design and function enables cost-effective solutions. the modular design allows for easy expansion and

simple maintenance. you can choose from a range of standard modules for industrial technology. sigmatek is a
leading supplier of industrial automation technology. founded in 1987, the company today has a presence in more

than 100 countries. it offers comprehensive automation solutions as well as comprehensive consulting services
and system integration. sigmatek was a founding member of the association vdi/vde, which represents the

interests of german manufacturers in the field of information technology. with our company, we are committed to
the "make germany digital" initiative, which is committed to promoting the development of digitalization in the

german economy. this has an impact not only on industry but also on society and the environment.
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lasal is a complete and user-friendly,
multi-language system for the automation
of all industrial machines. it supports all

manufacturers of industrial machines and
systems, regardless of the manufacturing
technology. lasal can be integrated into
your applications and systems without

any kind of limitation. its powerful design
offers you complete, innovative and user-
friendly solutions for your machines and

systems. lasal is used in almost all
industries. it has been used in the

aerospace industry, the shipbuilding
industry, the food industry, the chemical
industry, the pharmaceutical industry,

and in many other sectors. the lasal class
platform is a highly integrated
development environment for

mechatronic engineering in the following
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areas: class visualization motion control
safety diagnostics and remote

maintenance this new generation of the
lasal platform for mechatronic

engineering allows all engineering phases
of a project - from development to service
- to be carried out at the same time in a

unified integrated environment. electrical
engineer with a bachelors degree in
automation technologies. primarily
focused on machine and software

development. excellent interpersonal and
communication abilities, and possess a

wide range of technical skills. enjoys
being part of a team, as well as

managing, motivating and training a
productive team. with the engineering

platform lasal, you are provided with an
integrated and user-friendly tool set for
all phases of machine design: project
development, control programming (
class ) visualization ( screen and web-
based with lasal visudesigner ), motion
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control ( motion ), safety ( safety ),
simulation, initial start-up, service,

diagnostics and remote maintenance (
service ) of the machine and system in

the field. 5ec8ef588b
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